Resource Management (Forms, Fees and Procedure) Regulations 2003

Form 6

Further submission in support of or in opposition to submission on publicly notified proposed policy statement or plan

To: Canterbury Regional Council (Environment Canterbury)

Name of person making submission: Murray Burton SHIPLEY

(print full name)

This is a further submission in support of a submission on the following variation to a proposed plan:

Variation No 1 to the proposed Land and Water Regional Plan (Selwyn - Waihora).

I am a person who has an interest in the proposal that is greater than the interest the general public has. I am a farmer/landholder in the catchment area covered by the plan and my farming activities/farm will be directly affected by the provisions for managing water quality and/or water quantity in the variation.

I support the submission of the North Canterbury Province of Federated Farmers of New Zealand.

The particular parts of the submission I support are:

The entire submission; and especially Nitrogen Baseline submissions

(Identify the points in the submission you support).

The reason for my support is:

My farming business is a good example of the problems outlined by Federated Farmers in their submission as it relates to the Nitrogen baseline. I will effectively be forced to cut back in production.
And I will lose all further development opportunities I believe that I will be forced to farm at the lowest levels in the base line year.

I seek that the whole of the submission be allowed.

I do/donot wish to be heard in support of my further submission (delete one)

I others make a similar submission I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a hearing (delete if you do not wish to be part of a joint case)

M.B. Shifley

(Signature of person making the further submission or the person authorised to sign on behalf of person making the further submission)

Date: Friday 6th June 2014

Address for service of person making further submission:

586 Clinton Rd
Greenlane
120
Christchurch 7671

Ph: 03 318 8779

Fax/email: mshifley@xtra.co.nz